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$0. INTRODUCTION 
THE MAIN problem of surgery theory has gradually [6], [2], [9] been distilled to the following: 
Let X be a Poincare duality space of dimension n, and &I” a compact C” (PL, Top) 
n-dimensional manifold. Letf: M + X be a degree 1 map, with the covering map F: v(M)+< 
where v is the normal bundle and < is some vector (PL, Top) bundle, fiber homotopy 
equivalent to the Spivak normal bundle of X. (cf. [3]). Is (J F) normally cobordant to a 
homotopy equivalence? 
For n even, the index and Kervaire invariant determine the answer so long as x,(X) = 
{I}, and for n,(X) # (I} they point to a solution: namely, a group I;,(n,(X)), in which the 
obstruction to a “yes” answer lies. 
If n = 2k + 1, the simply connected case was solved by the method of linking numbers 
[6], but for xl(X) # {I}, this method appeared inadequate (cf. [8]). Instead, a new method 
from algebraic K-theory was used successfully by Wall [9], leading again to groups 
L zk+l(n,(X)) in which the obstruction lay. Heuristically, “ LZkC1(~) is to L,,(n) as K,(Zrc) 
is to K,(Zn) “. 
This paper, in a sense, rehabilitates the linking number approach for finite groups rr. 
In particular we show that in dimension 4k + 3, linking numbers are always adequate for 
solving surgery problems. For any finite group rr and any homomorphism w: rt -+ { - 1, I}, 
we introduce a “ Grothendieck group” based on linking numbers, denoted _YiPZk+,(n, rv). 
We then prove three main theorems: 
THEOREM A. There is an exact sequence 
O-t_!? Ikfl(X, ,19 --t LM+,(T w) -+ LZk+l(QT bt’). 
THEOREM B. For any finite group TI, Lzkf, ( QJT, NJ) is zero if k is odd, and is a finite 
group of exponent 2 if k is ecen. 
THEOREM C. 5?k+l( , 1) ji g TI $  IS a mte rorcp of exponent 8 
COROLLARY. For anyfinite group, Lzkt, (x, w) is finite and has exponent 8 if k is odd, 
and 16 if k is even. 
Petrie and Passman deserve thanks for proving a corresponding result when rc has odd 
order, in [7]. Their Theorem 5.1 is analogous, in its proof to our Theorem 1.13, and their 
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overall results gave strong evidence that the “linking number” approach was worth 
pursuing. 
$1. LWKIKG FORhlS 
This section will be devoted to the construction of the group 8,(x, w> and the proof 
of Theorem C in the Introduction. 
In this section we shall consistently make the following hypothesis. 
Hl‘pothesis 1.0. R is a commutative integral domain of characteristic f2, and F is 
its field of fractions. A is an R-algebra which is free and finitely generated as an R module, 
and comes equipped with an involution, a -+ 6, which leaves R fixed. E. is an element of 
Center (A) such that i. = i.-’ = 1. 2 means the F-algebra F@ RA. 
Definition 1.1. Let A be an A - A module with involution x --+ 2 (i.e. (z x/l = 
p i ? for N, /I in A). Let G be a right A module. A sesquilinear form on G with values in A 
is an R bilinear map 6: G x G -+ A such that 
b(x-l, y/?) = ctb(x, y)fl for all 2, /I in ,4, x, y in G 
We say b is E. Hermitian if 6(x, y) = J.b(y, x). 
The R module Hom,(G, ,4) can be made a right A module by definingf. z, for sl E A, 
to be: [f* r](x) = cC(Jv). Then, given a sesquilinear form b as above, the “ adjoint” function, 
Ad 6: G + Hom,(G, A) given by: [Ad b(x)]_~ = b(x, y) will be an A homomorphism, and 
vice versa. 
For a sesquilinear, E.-Hermitian form b as above, we say that b is non singular provided 
Ad b is an isomorphism, and non degenerate if Ad b is a monomorphism. 
Note A 2 A and A/A is clearly an A - A module with involution. 
For any A - A module A with involution we write S,(A) = {x + 1.X: x E A}. We write 
S, for S,(A). The inclusion S, c A leads to a natural epimorphism i: A/S, --t $A, and the 
function k(x) = x + i.X defines a map of R-modules k: A/A --+ A/S,. 
Definition 1.2. Let (G, b) be an A module with sesquilinear %-Hermitian, A,‘A valued 
form 6. We say a function q: G --t A/S, is a quadratic form associated with b, provided 
q(xr) = Eq(x)a for all x E G, a E A, and the following diagram commutes: 
A/s, B A/A -k- A/S, 
I 
lq ib I4 
A id 
G-GxG-GxG. 
(1.3) 
Here A(x) = (x, x), 4(x, J*) = q(x + y) - q(x) - q(y). 
Note q( -x) = q(x). 
We shall be interested in the concepts introduced above principally in the case when 
R = 2 and A = Zn for some finite group rt. 
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LEMMA 1.4. Let q be a quadratic form associated with 6: G x G -, A,‘A. Then q(x) = 
i.q(.r). 
Proof. By 1.3, 0(x, -x) = -29(x), so 2q(x) = 6(x, x) + i.b(x, x). So if i E Pi represents 
q(x), and p E 2 represents b(x, x), 2< = p + j.8 + z where z E S1. Since char F #2, 5 = 
p/2 + @/2 + z/2, and since z = LZ, we know < = j.< so that q(x) = i.q(x). 
Definition 1.5. Let (H, cp) be a right A module with a non degenerate sesquilinear, 1. 
Hermitian, A valued form. A quadratic form associated with cp is a function x:H + A/S_, 
satisfying x(x . x) = Z~(x)r for all x E H, C! E A, such that the following diagram commutes: 
A/S_I - 
~, I fv7-Ay 
(1.6) 
;\ id 
H-HxH- HxH 
where A(h) = (h, h), j is the natural epimorphism, j(x) = x + il.?, and 4(x, JJ) = 
x(x + y) - X(X) - x(y). As before, we see ~(0) = 0. 
Now, for each pair (H, p) where H is a free finitely generated right ,-I module and p is 
a nondegenerate E.-Hermitian sesquilinear form with values in A, we propose to construct 
a pair (G, b), where G is a right A module and b is a nonsingular i.-Hermitian sesquilinear 
form on G with values in A/A. 
We begin by letting G = Coker (Ad cp). So if Hom,(lLI, A) is denoted M*, we get an 
exact sequence 
Ad v ‘I 
O-H-H*-G-O. (1.7) 
Now Ad q is injective and H* and H have the same finite rank over R. So, one sees that 
there is an r # 0 in R such that rH* c Image Ad cp. One can then define cp’: H* x H* -+ A 
by: ?‘(x, JJ) = I/r’p(Ad p-I(rx), Ad cp-I(ry)). cp is clearly I-Hermitian, sesquilinear, and 
satisfies cp’(x, v) = x[Ad cp-‘y] E A if y E Im Ad q. It follows at once that we can define 
a i.-Hermitian sesquilinear form 
6: G x G -+ A/A by: b(qx, qy) = cp’(x, y) mod A. 
LEMMA I .8. b is non singular. 
Proof. By applying Horn,,, , A) to (1.7) we get: 
0 = Ext,‘(H*, A) +- Ext,‘(G, A) + H * E H** + Hom,(G, A) = 0. 
The exact sequence O--+ A-+ A-ii/A --+ 0 leads to: Ext,‘(G, A) y Hom,(G, A/A) 
since 2 is injective over A. Since cp, is L-Hermitian, the diagram 
Ad ‘P’ 
H* - H*” 
i I 
id D 
Adv 
H* - H - 
commutes, where D is the canonical isomorphism given by (Dh)(k) = kh. 
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Taking cokemels therefore provides us with an isomorphism G -+ Coker Ad (p* = 
Ext,i(G, .4) = Hom,‘(G, z/A), and one easily sees that the composite is Ad 6. So Ad bis an 
isomorphism. 
Now suppose (H, cp) is as above, and, moreover, that cp admits an associated quadratic 
form. In this case, the pair (G, b) can be given a quadratic form in a natural way, call it 
q:G+$S,. 
We define q by 
q(rp) = cp ‘(x, x) mod S1 = l/r’q(Ad cp-‘rx, Ad cp-‘rx)mod S, . (1.9) 
LEMMA 1.10. q is a well defined quadratic form associated with 6. 
Proof: Suppose q(x) = I. Then x’ = x + Ad q(z), z E H. So q(qx’) = q’(x, x) + 
cp’(x,Adp(z)) + cp’(Ad q(z), x) + cp’(Ad q(z), Ad p(z)) = cp’(x, x) + x(z) + 1x(z) + cp(z, I) = 
cp’(x, x) + f[x(z) + x(z)], where x is any quadratic form associated with rp. But q’(x, x) + 
I[x(z) + x(z)] E q(qx), so q is well defined. 
Clearly q(xa) = Zq(x)cr, so we need only check the commutativity of diagram (1.3). 
Commutativity in the left hand square is a triviality. As for the right hand square, we check: 
4(rlx, VY) = 4Mx + Y)) - &lx) - &Y) 
as required. 
= cp’([x + Yl, [x + Yl) - CP’CX, 4 - CP’CY, > 
= cp’(x, y) + cp’(y, x> = Qcp’(x, Y))mod A = Wrl-r, r]Y) 
Definition 1 .l 1. Let (H, ~0) be a free and finitely generated right A module and a non- 
degenerate, I-Hermitian, sesquilinear A-valued form which admits an associated quadratic 
form. Let (G, 6, q) be the triple constructed form (H, cp) in (1.7)-(1.9). Such triples (G, b, q) 
shall be called standard. A triple (G, b, q) where b is a E.-Hermitian nonsingular sesquilinear 
form on G with values in A/.4, and with associated quadratic form q, is called a “linking 
form ” provided : 
(1) (G @ G, b _L -b, q I -4) is standard 
(2) G is the cokernel of a monomorphism: 0 4 F’ / F+ G --t 0 where F and F’ 
are free, finitely generated right A-modules of equal rank. 
Now consider the monoid of I-Hermitian linking forms where the addition is defined: 
(G,, b,, qi) + (Gz > b, 1 q2 J = (G 0 ‘32 7 6, -L 62 > 41 -L 42). 
Clearly the standard linking forms comprise a submonoid, and the quotient forms an 
abelian group. 
Definition 1.12. This abelian group is denoted y_-i(A). If TI is a finite group, and 
w:?L+ {- 1, 1) is a homomorphism we write gzkfl (7c, w) for Y(_,,*(Zrt) where R = Z, 
and the involution is: 
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Next we show: 
THEOREM 1.13. If the ring R = Z in (1.0) then U,(A) has exponent 8. 
Compare Petrie-Passman [7]. 
Proof. Let (G, 6, q) represent an element of ,(A). We show that 4(G, b, q) - 4(G, - b. -q). 
Now G is a finite group, by definition 1 .l 1 (2) since R = Z. The formula q(nx) = 
n(n - 1) 
nq(x) + 2 - kb(x, x), (proved by induction on n and (1.3)) shows that if n > 0 is an 
exponent for G then every element of b(G x G) and q(G) has order dividing 2n. 
By the theorem of Lagrange, 2n - 1 is a sum of four squares: 2n - 1 = 
Xl 2 + x2* + x32 + xJ2. Consider the matrix : 
M=pij 4 _j $1. 
Notice that MM’ = -Z(mod 2n) and G is a Z/Zn module, so M determines an iso- 
morphism of A modules, M: G + G + G + G + G + G + G + G where the entry xi means 
xi. (id)G. 
But now, if q’ denotes q I q I q J_ q. and similarly for b’, then for any y, z, in 
G + G + G + G, I claim b’(My, Mz) = - b’(y, 2). To check this, we write y = 
(yl , y2, y, , y4) and we calculate: 
b’(MY, Mz) = f b’( i mijYj.k$lmikZk) = i i (-6jk b(Yjt zk) = -b’(y, z). 
i= 1 j= I j=l k=l 
Now we check q’(Mz) = -q’(z). The commutativity of (1.3) and the fact that b’(My, Mz) = 
-b’(y, z) show we may assume z lies in a single summand of G + G + G + G, say thejth. 
Thus 
q’(Mz) = q’(m, j z, m2 j z, mjj z, m4, z) = 
( 1 
t mlj2 q(z) = -q(z). 
i=l 
As a special case of (1.13) we conclude that _Yzk+ 1 (TT, w) is a torsion group of exponent 
8. By Theorem A, p,k+,(z, w) is a subgroup of &kfI(~, w), which is finitely generated 
(for a proof, see [9, p. 2501). Thus S!ip2k+l (rr, w) is finite, and the proof of Theorem C is 
complete, modulo the proof of Theorem A. 
$2. THE WALL GROUPS: LINEAR ALGEBRA 
Our assumptions are as in (1.0). 
As before we fix an element ,I E Center A with 1 = 1 = I.-’ 
Definition 2.1. Let (Hi, ppi, xi)i = 1, 2 be nonsingular A valued A-Hermitian forms 
with associated quadratic forms Xi. An isometry between these is an A-linear isomorphism 
tl: H, -+ H, such that: 
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~~(rx, ry) = cpi(x; y); zz(rr) = xi(y) for all .‘c, )’ in Hi. 
A subkemel of any such (H, cp, x) is an A-free direct summand K c H such that 
rank A(H) = 2 rank A(K) and cp jK x K = 0, x j K = 0. It is easy to show (or see [9, Ch. 61) 
that, given subkernels Ki in Hi i = 1, 2 (Hi as above) then any A isomorphism K, + K, 
extends to an isometry r: H, + Hz 
Definition 2.2. The standard kernel of rank 2r is defined as the triple (H,, cp,, x,) 
where : 
H, is the free A module on the base e, . . . e,, fi . . . fr 
cp, is the unique E.-Hermitian form satisfying: 
V,(ei Y ej) = cPLfi9~) = 0: V,(ei,fj) = 6ij 
and %, is the unique associated quadratic form satisfying: 
x,(e,) = L(L) = 0 i= 1 .“r. 
Note K,, the module generated byf, .. . f, is a subkernel, called the standard subkernel. 
Definition 2.3. The set of all isometries of the standard kernel of rank 2r is a group 
denoted U(2r, A, i.). We write ECJ(2r, A, %) for the subgroup generated by 
(a) the isometries which leave the subkernels (e, . . . e,) and K, = ( fi . . .f,) invariant; 
(b) the isometries which leave K, pointwise fixed; 
(c) the single isometry o defined by: bei = f, afi = Le,, a(e,) = e, a(fi) = fi i > 1. 
Now, if A is an algebra with involution, so is d(r, A): the involution is r + g* where 
if u = (aij) then a * = (Zji). This being said, we note that U(2r, A, ,!) can be viewed as a 
group of 2r x 2r matrices relative to the basis introduced in (2.2). From this point of view, 
one easily computes from (2.1) that: 
(2.4) U(2r, A, i.) = 
(( 1 
F f E GL(2r, A):&* + i.j?y* = I,, a/?*, y6* E S_,M(r, A) . 
1 
The restrictions of (2.3) show that then EU(2r, A, i.) is the subgroup generated by 
matrices of the form: 
where P E S_* d(r, A); 
(c) the single matrix G = (:” z!_1) where 
e, = (2 i), ei =(: l) in .d(r, A). 
(2.5) It is also useful to introduce the matrix xr = . x7 is in EU(Zr, A, I.) 
since it is easily seen to be a product of r conjugates of G of the form (2.4(a)) 
above. 
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Moreover, if r is even, then XI is a product of matrices of the form 
P E S_,&(r, A). In fact we have: 
(2.6) For r even: x7 = (h id)(L y)(i ;“)(-f _i) where d=(_).a i) 
and 6 is the r/2 x r/2 matrix with l’s on the skew diagonal and zeros elsewhere. Note 
d E S_, ,tl’(r, A), 2 = d and d2 = -;.I. 
Now each isometry r of H, extends to an isometry of H,,, by letting cc(e,+,) = e,,, , 
a+1> =_L+l’ This gives a map j: U(Zr, A, 1.) -+ U(2r + 2, A, i) and j(EU(2r, A, i.) c 
EU(2r + 2, A, j.), clearly. 
LEMMA 2.7. If r is odd then EU(2r, A, L) is generated by matrices of the form: 
a E GL(r, A); 
PE S_,Jl(r, A); 
Proof. Clearly these matrices are in EU(2r, A, I.), and it suffices to show that they 
generate 6. 
But cr. j(~I-l) is clearly a conjugate of 0 by a matrix of type (a). Also, by (2.6), 
L-1, and hence j(xr_,), is a product of matrices of the form ; 
Hence the lemma reduces to showing that matrices of the form 
( 
I 
p 
generated by the matrices of type (a), (b), (c), above. This is trivial 
, P in S_,(r, A) are 
Definition 2.8. We define U(A, i.) as the direct limit of: 
. . . -+ U(2r, A, ;.) 2 U(2r + 2, A, i.) 2 . . . 
and similarly for EU(A, I.). Then according to 19, p. 641, EU(A, E.) is normal in U(A, i.) and 
the quotient is abelian. We define L,(A) to be U(A, E.)/EU(A, J.). 
If 1. = (- l)k, we write L 2k+L(A) instead of L,(A). In the case of a group rr with a 
homomorphism w: TI -+ { - 1, 11, w induces an involution on the group algebra Rx, R any 
commutative ring (see (1.12)) we write L,, + 1( Rx, rv), or, if the involution is understood, we 
write L Zk+,(R~). For R = Z, this is often denoted L,,+,(n, w). These are called the Wall 
groups of rr. However, these are not the Wall groups defined by Wall, using simple homo- 
topy in [8]. Instead they are what Shaneson introduces (in [lo]) as Lh,,+,(rc, w). The relation 
between the two is dealt with in [lo]. 
Our final task in this section is to completely compute the groups Lzk+!(Qrr, w) where 
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rt is a finite group with homomorphism w: z + { - 1, 1). iMore generally we suppose A to 
be a semi simple algebra over a field F (e.g. Z/p[rr], p + InI). We suppose A admits an 
involution leaving F fixed pointwise. We then completely compute LzkCI(A). 
The first step is to write A as a product of its simple ideals. The involution permutes 
these, so A is also a product of its minimal involution-invariant ideals. These have the form 
either of A x A” or A where A is a simple ideal and A” denotes the opposite ring of A. 
Each such A has the form M(n, D), D a division ring of finite degree over F; furthermore 
M(n, 0”) z M(n, 0)” (the isomorphism is [dij] -+ [dji]). So we conclude that A x A” is 
M(n, D x 0”). The involution on it comes from the involution - on D x D” (namely 
(d, d’)- = (d’, d)) by the rule [aij]- = [&I. The second case is when A = M(n, D) is 
invariant under the involution of A. It is a consequence of the Skolem Noether theorem 
(see [1, Theorem 10.12 and 10.111) that, given any involution of M(n, D), say [dij] + [dij]^, 
there is an involution of D, say d+ d’ and an isomorphism J: M(n, D) -+ M(n, D) with 
J[dij]^ = J([dij]*). Here, [dij]* = [&I. 
All of this means that A is a product of involution invariant ideals of the following 
kinds: 
(2.9) Type I. M(n, D), the involution being [dij] + [G], where _ denotes an involution 
on D (leaving F fixed, of course). 
(2.10) Type N. M(n, D x D”), the involution being [xij] -+ [g], where, in D x D’, 
(d, d’)- = (d’, d). 
Definition 2.11. For any ring with involution A, and any 1. in Center (A) with J. = 1 = 
1.-i, let E’U(2r, A, ;1) c EU(2r, A, 1) be the subgroup generated by matrices of the form: 
(: :)7 (: ?)T (; ($0 
The ascending union is denoted E’U(A, J.). Clearly E’lJ(2r, A, I.) has index 52 in EU(2r, A, 1) 
and u generates the quotient group. 
LEMMA 2.12. (a) Let A be us in (2.11). Then U(2rn, A, I_) = U(2r, M(n, A), 1) and 
E’U(2rn, A, 1) = E’U(2r, M(n, A), 1). 
(b) Let Ai, li be as in (2.1 l), i = 1, . . . , r. Let A = flAi, with the obvious involution, 
and let I. = (A,, &, . . . , A,). Then U(2r, A, ,I) = n U(2r, Aj, I) and E’U(Zr, A, 1) = 
n E’U(2r, Ai, ,I,.). The proofs are routine. 
LEMMA 2.13. Let D be a division ring with D x D” having its usual involution. Then 
U(2r, D x D”, 1) = E’U(2r, D x D”, i) for all r > 0, and all i in D x.D” having the form 
,I = (E, E) E in D, E = c-l. 
Proof. U(2r, D x D”, A) is a subgroup of GL(2r, D x 0”) and this group can be viewed 
as a subgroup of GL(2r, D) x GL(2r, D)“. An element of this last group is a pair (A, B) 
where A, BE GL(2r, 0). It is easy to calculate using (2.4) that such an element (A, B) is in 
U(2r, D x D”, ,I) if and only if AD = Z, where B is defined as follows: 
Let B be written as 
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bi E Xl(r, 0). Then B = (ii, ‘it). 
Therefore, the map 0: GL(2r, 0) -+ U(2r, D x D”, 1.) given by @(A) = (A, A-‘) is an 
isomorphism. It is easy to check that @ sends each elementary matrix to one of the three 
standard kinds of generators of E’U(Zr, D x D’, A) (see (2.11)). Also any diagonal matrix 
of the form diag (x, 1, 1, . . , 1) x E D, x # 0, is sent to a matrix of the form 
( ! 
0” i . 
But such diagonal matrices and elementary matrices generate GL( 2r, D) as is well known 
from diagonalization arguments. Applying @, we obtain the result. 
LEMMA 2.14. Let D be a division ring, with an involution. Then U(2r, D, A.) = 
EU(2r, D, i), for any 1 with i. = 1 = I.-’ in Center (D). 
Proof. We shall reduce an arbitrary element 
( 1 
’ ’ in U(2r, D iI to an element in 
y 6 7 . 
U(2(r - l), D, I.) by multiplication with elements of EU(2r, D, j.), so that an induction on 
r yields the result. 
0 I. 
First, right multiplying by ;I( o 
( 1 
If necessary, we may assume the first row of z 
is not zero. Next we left and right multiply by suitable matrices of the form 
x 0 
( 1 0 I 
so that 
we may assume q1 = 1, tli, = CQ i = 0 i > 1. Right multiplication by a suitable 
I P 
( 1 
o I 
I 0 
allows us to assume that pli = 0 i 2 1. Left multiplication by a suitable p 
( 1 
( guarantees 
that in addition yil = 0 i 2 1. With these facts assumed, consider (2.4). The identity @* = 
@r* shows that pi1 = 0 for i 2 1, and the identity r6* + i.py* shows that S,, A 1, 6,, = 0, 
i> 1. Finally, the inverse to (: t) is clearly (fi* if*) also in U(D, i.). So we get the 
identities ‘/*cc = -i.r*y, 6*or + @*y = Z, which in turn yield dii = 0, i > 1 and yli = 0 
i 2 1. This information on the elements of a, p, y, 6 allows us to conclude that - 
(: i)(; !)(:-’ Z*) 
is in U(2(r - I), D, ib> where x is the transposition matrix which interchanges e, and e,. 
This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 2.15. Let D be a division ring with involution as in (2.14.) Then U(D, I.) = 
E’ U( D, I.) unless i. = 1, and the involution on D is the identity. In this last case, E’ U(D, 2.) is 
a subgroup of index 2 in (I( D, E.). 
Proof. If 1. = 1 and the involution on D is the identity, D is commutative (since 
- 
xy = 7X) and the determinant maps elements of E'U(D, 2) to 1, whereas det D = - 1. 
This shows (using (2.11) and (2.14)) that E’U(D, A) has index 2 in U(D, I.). To finish the 
proof, we show that 5 is in E’U(2, D, i.) unless i = 1 and the involution is the identity. 
Suppose S_,(D) = 0. Now, if char D # 2, then + E D so D = S,(D) + S_i(D), so 
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that D = S,(D). Since 1 - E. E S_,(D), i. = 1, and so D = [x + .U:x E D) and the involution 
is the identity. If char D = 2, we have i. E Center D and i.= i.-’ so i.’ = 1 so E. = 1 (the 
Frobenius map is injective). Then S_i(D) = 0 means x - .Y = 0 for all x so again the in- 
volution is the identity. 
We conclude: If 1. # 1 or if the involution is not the identity, then there is an element 
d # 0 in S_,(D). Clearly a E S_,(D) and d-’ = -1.2 (since d = -i.$. Then: 
(Note: The above identity allows one to conclude that i.d_l y E U(2) and therefore it 
( 1 
must be in E’Lr(2).) 
THEOREM 2.17. Let A be a semi simple algebra with inrolution over afield which is left 
fixed Jy the involution. Let I = 1 = 1-l in Center A. Suppose AO, A, , . . . , Ad are those 
simple factors of A which satisfy the following conditions: 
(1) The component of E. in Ai is 1. 
(2) hi = M(ni, F,), Fi afield (commutative). 
(3) The involution sends Ai to Ai and is pointwisejixed on Center (AJ. Then L,(A) z 
i Z/2 unless ni is even for all i, in which case L,(A) = i Z/2. 
i= 1 i=O 
Proof. A is a product of involution algebras of type I and II ((2.9) and (2.10)). So it 
follows immediately U(A, l)/E’U(A, A) z i EU(F,, l)/E’U(Fi, 1). (In particular, the left 
i=O 
side is a group.) The right side is rf Z/2 by (2.15). Let 0 be the surgery matrix in U(2, A, A). 
i=O 
Under the map induced by projection A --+ A,, the element c clearly goes to En, in 
Ii(2ni, Fi, 1) = U(2, M(ni, Fi), 1). This element is in E’Ii(2n,, F,, 1) if and only if ni is 
even (see (2.6), (2.7)). So if all n, are even we conclude E’U(A, I.) = EU(A, I) and the result 
is clear in this case. If at least one ni is odd, then 0 is not in E’U(A, j.), and thus is an element 
of order 2 in LI(A, l)/E’U(A, i.), and again the result is clear. 
(1) L,+, (Qrr, w) = 0 for anyfinite group TC and any w: z -+ Z/2. 
(2) L4kCl (Qx, w) = 0 ifn has odd order. 
(3) LLLCI (QTI, w) is ajinite Z/2 vector space ifz isjinite. 
ProoJ (3) is clear. (1) follows from (2.16) since the component of 1. in Ai is always 
- 1 # 1. Finally (2) follows from an elementary fact of group representation. That is to say, 
no factor of Qrt has the form M(n, F) where Q c F c R, other than the “trivial factor”. 
This follows immediately from, for example, Theorem 16.6,8 in [I I]. Since the involution 
on F is just complex conjugation, we see no factor of Qn satisfies condition (3) of (2.16), 
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except the factor generated by 1s. Since this factor is isomorphic to Q, the calculation 
(2.16) yields our result. gsn 
Theorem B of the introduction is clear now from (2.17). 
93. THE MAP Ye,,, ,(x, w) --t Lz,, I(n, w) 
(3.1) We must now recall the connection between the Wall groups and surgery. 
Let X” be a Poincare duality space with fundamental group TC and orientation homomor- 
phism w: rt --+ { - 1, I}. Recall a normal map is a degree one map f: (M", dM) +(X, ax) 
which is covered by a map of normal bundles v(M) -+ 5, 5 some vector bundle fiber homo- 
topically equivalent to the Spivak normal bundle of X, andfl dA4: ?&I -+ dX is a homotopy 
equivalence. For each such L Wall defines an invariant a(f) in L,(rt, w) which is zero if 
and only iffis normally cobordant to a homotopy equivalence. 
In particular, if X above, is closed, consider normal maps of the form 
F:(W2”+‘, &JW,a,W)+(X’“xI,XxO,Xxl) 
where aW=a,Wua,W, andf;=F]a,W:d,W + X x t, t = 0, 1 is a homotopy equiva- 
lence. (F is said to be a normal cobordism between the two “ homotopy smoothings” 
f. and fi. Confer [9], for more details.) The invariant a(F) determines whether or not F is 
normally cobordant to an h-cobordism between f. and f,. We can always replace F by a 
cobordant map which is n - 1 connected, so henceforward we assume F is n - 1 connected 
and we define the right Zrt module, 
K,(F) = Kernel F,: H,(W; Zn) -+ H,,(X x I; ZTI). 
LEMMA 3.2. Assume K,(F) is a-finite abelian group. Then there is an exact sequence of 
right ZTI modules: 
0 -+ F’ --+ F” -+ K,(F) + 0 
where F’ and F” are free andfinitely generated. 
Proof. Since F is n - 1 connected, we see easily that Hi( W, d, W; Z7c) = 0 is i < n, 
since K,(F) z Hi( W, d, W; ZTC). Thus by the techniques of Smale (see [5]) (W, a, W) admits 
a handle decomposition with no handles in dimensions <n (since n > 2). But by duality, 
K,(F) = 0 if i 2 n + 1. So we can assume there are handles in dimensions n and n + I 
only. 
Let Ci(W, a,W) denote the group of i-chains (based on the handle decomposition). 
Now 0 = Cn+2(W, d,,W) = H,+,(W, d,W) = C’,_,(W, a,W), so we get an exact sequence 
0 -+ C,+,( W, 2, W) + C,( W, 8, W) --f K,(F) -+ 0, which is a free presentation for K,(F). 
(3.3) Next we recall that when K,(F) is finite, linking numbers provide a nonsingular 
(-I)“+] Hermitian Qrr/Zrt valued form b on K,(F), and self linking defines an associated 
quadratic form q: K,(F) + Q~l/s,_,,,+, (ZTC). (See [8, Theorem 5.21.) Thus (K,(F), 6, q) 
represents an element of _Y1,+, (n, w). Furthermore in [8, Theorem 5.61, it is shown that 
for this case (K,(F), b, q) is standard if and only if a(F) = 0 in L,,+,(n, w). 
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Now we provide a converse to the above remarks. It is a sort of realization theorem: 
THEOREM 3.4. Let 71 be ajnitegroup, M:: ;i 4 { - 1. 11 a homomorphism. Let f0 : .Cf Zn -+ X2” 
be any homotopy equivalence where X is as in (3.1). Let (G, b, q) be any (- l)“+i Hermitian 
linking form. Then there is a normal cobordism F :(kV. 2,, LV. S, Lf/) -+ (X x I, X x 0, X x 1) 
tirith F [ d, W = f0 , such that: 
(G, 6, q) z (K,(F), linking form of F, self linking form of F). 
Proof. We will construct W by attaching handles to the manifold IV, = iMrn x I. 
f 5 
Let: O-+F’- F-G-t0 
be the exact sequence of Definition 1.11(2). G is clearly finitely generated, since F is. Thus 
Homz,(G, Qrr/Zrr) is a torsion abelian group, and therefore, so is G, since Ad b is an iso- 
morphism. So G is a finite group and F has the same rank as F’ over Zrr. Let fi . . . f, be a 
Zn base for F and fi’ . . .fi’ aZrt basefor F’. Suppose q)’ = 2 fi tij. Let T= (tij) E .&(r, Zx). 
i= L 
We begin by constructing WI from W, by attaching r trivial handles. More precisely 
in M x 1 c CYW, choose r disjoint discs (D” x O”)i i = 1 .. . r. Let 
)i) 
(connected sum along the boundary) where (D-.” x D-“)i is identified to (D” x D”)i. We 
write ‘Pi: S” x D”+’ + W, for the obvious embeddings. 
Next extend fo: M x 0-t X x 0 to F,: M x I +X x I so that F,(M x 1) = X x 1, 
F,(D” x D”)i = x,,, x,, some point of X x 1. Extend F, to F, : 
F,cJJ~(S” x D”+‘) = x0 i = 1 .. . r. write d, WI for 8IVi - M x 0. 
Now write K,(d+ W,) for Ker F,,: H,(d+ WI : Zn) -+ H,(X x 
[9, p. 441, intersections and self intersections on K,(d+ W,) define a 
sesquilinear form cp and associated quadratic form 1. 
Note that a+ W, is just M # 
i 
j& (S” x Sri))) . 
i= 1 
Vi -+X x I by letting 
1; Zrc). According to 
Zn valued nonsingular 
Any element x in K,(d+ W,) determines an immersed sphere with framed normal 
bundle. Moreover x(x) = 0 if and only if this immersion can be chosen as a framed embedd- 
ing relative to which one can perform surgery on the map F,. 
Now &(a+ Wl) is a free Zn module on the classes represented by: 
xi = [Yi(l x dD”“)] and yi = [uli(S” x I)] i= 1 “‘r. 
In fact if rp and x are the intersection and self intersection forms on K,(d+ WI), 
(K,(a+ WI), cp, x) is isomorphic to the standard kernel with xi going to fi and yi going to ei . 
That is to say: 
‘P(Yi 9 Yj) = Vtxi * xj> = O, cPtxi, Yj) = 6ij ) dxi> = ,?(Yi) = O 
for all i, so we have, for any ri, ti in Zx: 
X ( iyiti +Xiri ) = iiiri i= I i= 1 (3.5) 
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We construct PY from PV1 by attaching r more handles of dimension n f 1, 
Yj’:(Dnil, S”) x D” -+ (IV, CV,) i = 1 . .. r where Yj’: S” x D” + S, l+‘t is an embedding 
representing the class of H,(z+ CV, : Zn) given by 
iii {[Y,(Sn X l)lfij + [Yi(l X S”)]rij} (3.6) 
where the rij will be specified later. 
To be sure W is a manifold, we must make certain that each class can be represented 
by an embedding and that the embeddings Yj’(S” x 0”) and Y’,‘(S” x D”) will not intersect 
if k #j. We must also make sure that F, and the framing extend over these attached handles. 
This means we must check that x vanishes on each element (3.6), and that 
cp([Y,‘(S” x O)], [Y,‘(S” x 0)]) = 0 if j # k. 
For x([Yj’(S” x O)]) to be zero means: 
i iijrij E S(_,p+t(Z7T). 
i= I 
The vanishing of cp means: c {iii rik + (- l)“fij tik) = Oj # k. If we let R = (rij) E A(r, z, n), 
i= 1 
the last two equations become: 
T*R E St_lJn+I.A(r, Zn). (3.7) 
So we get a normal map extending F,, F: W-t X x 1 if (3.7) holds. 
NOW SO long as (3.7) holds, we can use the handle decomposition to compute K,(W). 
If C’i(W, M) is the group of i-chains as in (3.2) (Zrr coefficients) we get: O+ C,+,(W, M) 
a 
- C”( PV, M) I K,(W) ---* 0. Also C”,,(w, M) = K+,(w, K), C”(K M) = 
H,(W,, W,). Since rj’ = [Yj’(D”+’ x O)]i = 1 . r is a Zrt base for H,, 1( CV, W,) and 
r 
Ii = [Yi(s" x O)]j = 1 . . . r is a Zn base for H,(W,, W,), (3.6) shows that afi’ = cTi tj. 
i= I 
So there is defined an isomorphism of short exact sequences: 
o- 
s 
F’ IF-----+ G-O 
II i 
I 
II i 
I 
If i 
I 
0 - C,+,(W W d C”(kK M) 9 - K”(W) - 0 
wherejf, ’ = A ‘, jfi = fi 
NOW for each i, j choose an element ~ij E QX such that ~ij = (- l)“+‘Jji and iij E 
b($, sf)mod Zn for i #j, ~ii 3 q(s(f,))mod SC-r)“+, (Zn). By (1.3) JVii E b(sfi , sfi)mod ZTC. 
Let L = (~-ij) E A(r, Qn). 
LEMMA 3.9. LT is in M(r, Zn) and T*LT is in Sc_ljn+l.A(rr ZTI). 
Proof: The i - kth element of LT is 
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SO LT is in .A(r? Zn). Now by definition of L we see L* = (- I)“-‘L. Hence (T*LT)* = 
(-l):“T*LT.Since T is in A(r,Zx) so is T*LT. So to show T*LT ES(_~)~+,,~(~,ZTC) it 
suffices to show that the elements on the main diagonal of T*LT are in S(_,,,i,(Zn). 
But this is easy: 
3 i iij Aii tij + iFk ii’ J.ik fkj + ids iij di, t,j (since E.i, = (- l)“+ ‘X,i) 
i= 1 
E C ZijAik rkj mod S(_l)“+ ,(Zrr). 
ik 
But the last term is the j - jth term in T*LT while the first term, q(st(fi’)) is clearly 0 mod 
SC_,,,+,(Zn). So we are done. We return now to the proof of (3.4). 
We are now ready to specify R: let R = LT E A(r, Zx) (3.7) is clearly satisfied because 
of the Lemma 3.9. 
We are going to show thatj: G --f K,( W) is an isometry. Let 6 and 4 denote the linking 
and self linking forms on K,(IY). We will have to show 6(Sri, Sfj) 3 %ij mod Zn and 
q($fy) E Iii mod SC-l)“-1 (Zn). 
Let m = ] Cl. Then mF c t(F’) and so for each fj, we can write tnfj = t 
[ 1 if 't'j for i= 1 
some unique t’j. Set T’ = (t’j). Then TT’ = ml. 
Now rnA is represented by d 2 [Yi’(Pf’ x O)]t’j which is the image of the class 
i= 1 
zj E K,(d+ II’,) given by i$[‘yi’(S” x O)]t’j under inclusion 8, W, + W. Similarly Eli is the 
image of yi = [Yi(S” x I)] E K,(d+ WI) under 8, II’, + IV. It follows that we can compute 
the linking number by 
6ts3i 2 :f,) = A cP(Yi 7 zj) 
= A kil (p(yi, [Yk’(S” x O)])r”j which by (3.6), can be written 
= k ,il p$l {$‘()‘i 2 _dtpk + ‘Phi 9 Xp)rpk)tki 
= k ,$, %(Yi 7 Xi)rik t kj = i - jth term of i RT’ = RT’(TT’)-’ m 
= i - jth term of RT 
= /lij. 
Similarly q(Sfi) is L I mod S,_ i)“+ ,(HTc), and this is 
m2 
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f ( i 7$[Yj’(s” x O)]?” + 1 i”Cp([Yj’(S” x O)], [Y,‘(s” x O)])?' 
j= 1 j<k I 
since the yk’ have disjoint images 
yk tkj + Xk l’kj 
11 
tii by (3.6) 
= i - ith element of -!- T’*T*RT’ = !- RT’ = RT-’ = 1 = iii. 
m2 111 
Finally, to complete the proof we should show that fi = F 1 d, W: d, W --) X x 1 is a homo- 
topy equivalence, i.e. that K,(f,) = 0. But this follows immediately from standard arguments 
since b is non-singular. 
COROLLARY 3.10. Let (G, b, q) be any (- I)“+’ Hermitian non-singular Qrt/Zrr calued 
form such that G admits a free presentation. Then (G, b, q) is a linking form (i.e. Definition 
1.1 l(1) is automatically satisfied. 
Proof. A survey of the proof of (3.4) shows that Definition 1.1 l( 1) is never used, so 
(G, b, (I) zz (K,(W), linking form, self linking form) for some surgery problem W-X x 1. 
But Definition 1.1 l( 1) follows for such forms, as is shown in Lemma 5.4 of [8]. 
I have not been able to find an algebraic proof of (3.10) for an arbitrary algebra with 
involution. We will not use (3.10). 
COROLLARY 3.11. There is a monomorphism T:~‘~,,+~(Tc, w) -+ L2n+l(~, w) such that, 
for each X2” and each normal cobordism F, as in (3.4), we haae: 
(3.12) r(K,(F), linking form, self linking form) = o(F). 
Prooj: We use (3.12) as a definition of T: then (3.4) shows r is defined for all linking 
forms (G, b, q). To show T is well defined, and is a homomorphism we use the following 
construction : 
Suppose given normal maps Fi: ( Wi d, Wi , 2, Wi) + (Xi x I, Xi x 0, Xi x 1) i = 1, (we 
suppress the bundle maps). We assume X, and X2 have the same dimension 2n, the same 
fundamental group rr, and the same orientation homomorphism w. Choose classes 
zr .. . z, E n such that the normal subgroup generated by z1 ... z, is x. Choose embeddings 
‘p1i . . . (Pri: s’ -+ Int(X, x Z) representing z, .. z, i = 1, 2. Since the orientation homomor- 
phism is the same on each X, x Z, ‘pi1 and ‘pi2 have equivalent normal bundles, j = 1 . . r, 
and thus diffeomorphic tubular neighborhoods, 0;’ and O;.‘. 
J_et yzncl = ( X, x I- (j Int Ujl j= 1 1 ( U jQ auji,’ ) ( x Z u X2 x I - G Int Uj2 j=l 1 
where au,’ x 0 is identified with au,’ and aUjl x 1 is identified to aUj’ by the above 
mentioned homeomorphism. 
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Now do the same thing for Wi i = 1, 2: we can find embeddings Y’,’ ... Yri,:sl --* Wi 
such that Fi Yji = cpji, and then alter Fi by a homotopy so that FiYIji = ‘pji. Since the 
orientation homomorphisms are still the same we can assume that if Vji is the tubular neigh- 
borhood of Yji, that Fi : Vji z Uji . We form 
2tlCl z = 
i 
WI - fi It-it Vi I 
j=l ) ( ujQ, )C 
ZV,' xl u W2- i, Intr/’ 
j=l 1 
where Sk’,’ x 1 is attached to 2vj* by the unique diffeomorphism for which there is a map 
F:Z’“” -+ Y2”+l satisfying 
F = Fi on Wi - fi Int T/ji, F + F, x 1, on b (avj’ x 1). 
j=l j= 1 
It is routine to extend the bundle maps. Then the Meyer Vietoris theorem shows that 
K,(F) = K,(F,) @ K,(F,), while b = b, I b2, q = q1 J_ q2 where bi, qi are the linking forms 
on K,(F,), b and q the linking forms on K,(F) (note by Van Kampen’s theorem xi(Y) = rc). 
But it is well known that in this case a(F) = a(F,) + a(F2). 
Now if F, and F, were normal maps with the same linking form, and we wished to 
show that r was well defined, we would reverse the orientation of X2, and then proceed 
to get our F. In this case we would have: 
(K,(F), 694) = (K,(F,) OK,(F,)b, 0 -b,, 41 1 -41) a(F) = o(F,) + (-a(F,)). 
But since (K,(F), b, q) is standard by Definition 1.11 (I), a(F) = 0 as noted in [S, (5.6)]. 
Thus a(F,) = a(F,). 
Moreover, the above construction makes it obvious that r is a homomorphism. 
Finally if r[G, 6, q] = 0 and (G, b, q) = [K,(F), linking form, self linking form] for 
some F as above then the fact that K,(F) is finite and a(F) = 0 combine to insure (G, 6, q) 
is standard by [8, (5.6)]. Thus r is a monomorphism. 
Thus we have proved part of Theorem A in the introduction: we have provided an 
exact sequence: 0 -+ -4”2k+i(~, w) -+ L,k+,(n, w). 
$4. EXACTNESS 
In this chapter we complete the proof of Theorem A. That is to say, we show 
2k+ltTI, w) L bk+,(n, w> 
P 
9 - L ,,+I<& w, 
is exact for any finite group 7r, any homomorphism w: rt -+ { - 1, + I}, and any k 2 0. 
We start with a technical lemma. 
(4.1) Letf:(M2k+1,dM)+(X 2kf1 ax) be a normal map which is k - 1 connected, , 
where rr = xi(X), w = orientation homomorphism of X. 
Letj: l_j (Sk x gk+’ )i + hf be an embedding with U = Imj, such that H,(U: Qrr) + 
i=l 
H,(M: QTT) / Hk(X; Qn) is exact. Such a U is called a carrier for J Using Qrr co- 
efficients henceforward, let cp, x be the intersection and self intersection forms on Hk(au). Let 
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K, = Imd,,Kz = Im?z where~?,:H,+,(U,E!U)+H,(2CJ)and 22:Hk+l(M - Int II, ?U)- 
Hk(ZU). Let H = Hk(ZU). It has a standard basis _xr . . xr . y1 . . y, where xi = j.[(S” x l)i], 
Yi =j*[(I x sk>il. 
Now choose an integer m < 0 and an embedding h: Sk x Dkf ’ + Sk x Int Dkf’ which 
is a map of degree m on the Sk factors. Let j’: 6 (Sk x Dk”)i -+ M be such that 
i=l 
j’](S” x DkC1)i = j[(S” x Dkf’)i 3 h. 
Let U’ = Image U. Such a U’ is called a subcarrier of U with index m. As before one defines 
cp’, x’, Ki’, di’, xi’, yj’ by replacing U by (I’. 
LEMMA 4.2. The isometry J: H’ + H pvhose matrix is 
(2 L-1,) 
relative to the 
standard bases, sends Kit to Ki i = 1, 2. 
Proof. We begin by calculating H,(W; Q), I+’ = Sk x Dk” - h(Sk x Int Dkfl). If i, 
i’:Sk x Sk + W are: i = inclusion, i’ = hl Sk x Sk, we compute that H,(W; Q) has a basis 
consisting of i. x and i,‘y where x = [Sk x I], y = [I x Sk]. Moreover, mi,x = i,‘x, i,y = 
mi,‘y. (These computations follow readily from the exact sequences of (Sk x DkCL, W), 
(W, Sk x Sk) and the triple (Sk x Dk+‘, W’, Sk x Sk).) 
From this we conclude that, with Qrr coefficients as before, Hk(U - Int U’) is a free 
Qn module on generators ia( i.‘(yj’) j = I ... r, where i: dU+ U - Int U’, i’:dU’-+ 
U - Int U’ are inclusions. Moreover 
mi,(xj) = i.‘(xj’), i.(yj) = mi,‘(y’j). 
Now J is given by Jxi’ = mxi, Jyi’ = I/my,. By exactness, wecompute that theimage of: 
d:Hk+,(U- Int U’,zUV aU’)+H#U)@H,(dU’) 
is:Imd=(J(z)@(-z):zEHk(dU’)). 
Consider the following commutative diagram: 
Hk+i(M - Int U’, au’) 
L?‘* 
l H,(aU’) 
Hk+l(M - Int U, au u auf) -- H,(au u au) 
. 
JJ I 
Hk+l(M - ht u, au) @ Hkfl u - ht I/‘, luau’) z H&w)@ f&(w). 
NOW hage (a2 -I 2) = {y - J(Z) @ (-Z):y E hII &, Z E H&w)} 
But the diagram shows Im d,’ c Im(a, + a) n H&u). 
SO Im az’ c {Z E H,(dU’): J(Z) E Im a,). Thus JK,’ c K, 
But both K2’ and K2 are subkernels and thus have rank r over Qrr. By dimensional 
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reasons (over Q), JK2’ = Kz. Now K, and K,’ are generated respectively by {xj} and 
{Xj}l=1 so it is clear than JK,’ = K,. 
We can restate (4.2) in the following manner. K, and Kz form a pair of subkernels in 
(H, cp, x) so there is an isometry G of H, such that oK, = K, and similarly an isometry U’ 
of H’ with a’K,’ = K,’ . (4.2) can then be stated as: 
6’ can be chosen as JaJ-‘. (4.3) 
So if A, A’ E U(2r, Qx, (- I)k) are the matrices of c’, d relative to the standard bases above 
A’ = (;I” ;_lI) . A. (;;-‘I iI). (4.3’) 
(4.4) NOW assume f: (M, dA4 -+ (X, ax) is as in (4.1), and U c A4 is an “integral 
carrier” for f, which is to say that 
Hk(U; Zn) -+ H,(M, dM; Zx) -+ Hk(X, 2X; Zn) 
is exact. Then, as before, using [9, Chapter 61, 
Im 8,: H,+,(U, aU; Zn) + H,(dU; ZTI) and Im 8,: Hk+,(M - Int U, du; Zrr) -* 
H!A(dU; Zn) 
are subkernels of H,(aU; Zx) and there is an isometry 0 sending Im d, to Im a,, with matrix 
A E U(2r, Zn, (- 1)“) relative to the standard basis. A represents a(f) in Lzk+i(n, w). 
We shall now show: 
PROPOSITION 4.5. For f as aboae, if the obstruction a(f) is in Ker ~:L~~+i(rr, w) -+ 
L 2k+l(Qrc, w), then f is normally cobordant to a k - I connected map f' for which 
Kerf’; H,(M’; Zx) + H,(X; Zrr) 
is ajinite group 
Proof. With U as in (4.4), we see the matrix A E U(2r, ZTT, (- 1)“) represents a(f) 
in L 2k+l(~, w). We can and will assume that r is odd, and is so big that 
A E EU(2r, Qn, (- 1)‘) n U(2r, Zn, (- i)k). 
Since r is odd, EU(2r; Qrc) is generated by matrices of the forms: 
(1) (f i$ SE GL(r, Qn); 
(2) (i PI), PE SC-ljk+l.&r, Q4; 
(3) cr 
(see 2.7). 
But the identities: 
(4.6) 
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show that any element of EU(2r; Qx) has the form 
(4.7) 0” ; . z, 
( 1 
where r is a product of matrices of types (2) and (3). 
The first step of the proof will be: 
LEMMA 4.8. Let U be any carrierforf, with r odd. Suppose the isometry a on H,(dU; Qn) 
with c K, = K, has matrix A relative to the standard basis for U, and A E EiJ(Zr, Qrc, (- 1)‘). 
The f is cobordant to a (k - 1) connected map f’ with a carrier U’ such that its isometry 0’ 
can be chosen with a matrix of the form 
s 0 
( 1 0 S’ 
s 0 
Proof. Write A = o s 
( 1 
. a as in (4.7) and write r = ~yi . a2 . . zq where each zi has 
type (2) or (3) as in (4.6). The proof is by induction on q, starting with q = 0 where there is 
nothing to prove. Assuming the result when CL has length less than q, we turn to c( = c[i . . . zq. 
If x4 = x, we can perform surgery on each of the embedded framed spheres 
j: (Sk x Dkc’)i -+ U. This replaces M by M’, f by some f ‘, U by U’. But M - Int U = IV’ 
- Int U’ and j u (S x Dk”)i --t U’ is such that j.‘,j-‘: H,(?iJ; Zn) + H,(dU’; 2~) has 
i= 1 
matrix XI relative to the standard bases. Thus the isometry 0’ for U’ can be chosen as aj,j*‘-’ 
which has matrix o s (S O_)lt-1 = (,” t+ “‘s(q_* so we can appeal to our induction 
hypothesis to prove this case. 
So suppose rxg = o I 
( 1 
I p PCS_ , ( IJL~+l~(r, Qn). For some integer m >O,mPESC_IIL+I 
J/I (r, Zx). Replace U by a subcarrier of index m, say U’ c U so that by (4.3’), the matrix 
of the isometry C’ for U’ is 
where S’ = mS, ayl = (r-’ ’ iI)(i y’). Using the identities following (4.6) we see 
we can write the matrix of CJ’ in the form “aq ’ where aq’ = and the 
other ai’ have types (2) or (3). So now m2PESC_ljL+ ,Jl (r, Zn). 
We now shall alter j’: fi (Sk x Dk+‘)i -+M’ by a regular homotopy. According to 
i=l 
[9, (p. 58, third paragraph)], we can alter j’ so that 0’ is replaced by C’ 7 where y has matrix 
({ ;m’P). (One must observe that here Wall does not use the condition that Hk+r (U’) 
generates Ker f’ integrally-the idea is basically a local one.) 
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So with our new embeddingj”, the matrix of the isometry is 
s 0 
i 1 o s Y.l”“rq’.rq t-1 s 0 = o s q’...Tq’_l, i 1 
so we again use induction and the proof is done 
We return to the proof of (4.5). Using the hypotheses and (4.8), we see that there is a 
normally cobordant mapf’: M’ + Xand a carrier U’ forf ‘ and an isometry of H,(2U’;Qrc) 
sending Im d,: Hkfl(U’, dCJ’; Qrc) --* Hk(dU’; Qn) onto Im d, : HkC1(M - Int U’, ZU’; 
Qn) -+ H,(dU’; Qn) whose matrix relative to the standard basis has the form 
s 0 
( 1 0 s’ 
But obviously such a matrix leaves Im Z1 invariant, so that Im ?i = Im d,, so we might 
well take S = 1. 
Perform surgery on each of the framed spheres (Sk x Dk”)i 2 M’. As seen above we 
obtain normally a cobordant map, call it f: A4 + X with carrier U whose isometry has 
matrix 1’. So now we conclude that 
Im a, + Im a2 = Hk(2U; QJC). 
Consider the following commutative diagram in which the top row is exact: 
H,, + l(M, u; QT, 
r‘ 
- H,(U; Qn) - H,(il/l; Qrc) / Hk(X; Q4 
m 
IJ I 
Hk+l (A4 - Int II, au; Qn) - ” H,(aU; Qn). 
This shows that Im a = Im ii 8,. But i, is surjective, Im 2, + Im 13, = H, (au; Qn) and Im 
d, = Ker i, . So a is surjective and thusfis injective. But Hk (M; Qrr) = H, (M;Zn) Oz Q so 
f: Hk(M; Zn) + Hk(X; ZTC) is a map with finite kernel . 
This completes the proof of (4.5). 
THEOREM 4. IO. For anyjinire group TI and homomorphism IV: 7c -+ { - 1, I), the sequence 
_Y 2kfl (& w, A L2kCl (71, w, p L 2k+,(Qrc,E’) is exact. 
Proof((l)Weshowpr=O.Forany.~~~~n+l (TI, w), p 5 (x) = p a (f) for some normal map 
f: ,$,f2k+’ --t X2k+l as in (4.1), in which Kk(f) is a finite group (see Chapter 4). Find u, 
an integral carrier for f. Using diagram (4.9) and the argument following it again, we see 
that Im 21 n Im d2 = 0, so for dimension alreasons Im 2, + Im 3, = H,(dlJ; Qn). Since 
Im d, and Im dz are subkernels, it is possible to pick a basis xi’-. .x,’ for Im Z2 so that 
ify,.. . y, E Im d, is as aiways X(XJ = 0, ‘p(yi, xj) = dij. Then the matrix of the isometry of 
I P 
U is easily seen to have the form o I 
( 1 
relative to the standard bases, P E SC_, jk -, A’ 
(r, Qrc). Thus p fl (I) = 0 in L*k+i (Qx, w). 
(2) We show Ker p c Im T. Let x be and element of L2k+l (TI, FV) such that px = 0. Now 
the representation theorem of Wall [9, p. 66)] shows x = a(F) for some normal cobordism 
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F: (Wlk+‘, i-, W, S, W) +(X x 1, X x 0, X x 1). By (4.5) F can be altered by a normal 
cobordism so that in the end, Ker F: Hk( W; Zx) + Hk(X x 1 ; Xn) is a finite group. But 
then by (3.2) and (3.3), 
x E Im r- in fact x = 7(&(F), linking form, self linking form). (4.10) completes the 
proof of Theorem A of the Introduction. 
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